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1 Introduction

This paper describes a cascaded translation sys-
tem for translating technical terms. Our motiva-
tion is to 1) translate new technical terms and out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and 2) generalize the
translation ability of existing bilingual lexicons. Our
cascaded translation system makes use of hierarchi-
cal phrases to capture the reordering patterns. In ad-
dition, the system includes a transliteration model
which takes English syllable and Japanese katakana
as the basic translation units. For a randomly se-
lected test set, our system achieved an accuracy of
94.7%. For the OOV terms, our system achieved
an accuracy of 21.3%. Furthermore, we testified
our system is competitive to a state-of-the-art online
translation system when translating Chinese sen-
tences into English.

2 System Framework

2.1 Training
Figure 1 shows the training framework of our sys-
tem. Similar with traditional phrase-based transla-
tion systems (Koehn et al., 2007), the training pro-
cess includes three steps, preprocessing, rule ex-
tracting, and tuning. Starting from original parallel
corpora, we lexical analyze and normalize the bilin-
gual terms. For example, we segment the Japanese
terms into word sequences and tokenize the English
terms by English punctuation such as ‘,’ and ‘.’. The
English letters are set into lowercase as well.

During rule extracting, we train three kinds of
translation rules: a flat phrase translation table, a hi-
erarchical phrase translation table, and a morpholog-
ical translation table. The former two kinds of tables
are extracted from phrase-aligned parallel corpora,

where the word alignments are obtained by applying
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and grow-diag-final-
and balancing strategy (Koehn et al., 2007) on the
tokenized parallel corpora. We use Moses (Koehn et
al., 2007) to generate the flat phrase translation table.
The extracting approach described in (Chiang, 2005)
is re-implemented by us to generate the hierarchical
phrase translation table. Note that we keep these two
kinds of tables to be open. That is, we allow addi-
tional bilingual lexicons to be added to the flat trans-
lation table and additional manual hierarchical rules
to be appended to the hierarchical translation table.
The bidirectional translation probabilities and bidi-
rectional lexical weights of these additional rules are
greedily set to be 1.

The third translation table is in morpheme and
syllable level. We make use of Morfessor1 (Creutz
and Lagus, 2007), an unsupervised language-
independent morphological analyzer, to generate the
morpheme sequences for English. As for Japanese,
we use the character or katakana sequences. We
again use Moses to generate a flat morpheme phrase
based translation table.

In addition, we take the English word and
Japanese katakana pairs extracted from the tok-
enized parallel corpora as the parallel corpus for
training a transliteration model. This time, we use
the following heuristic rules described in (Jiang et
al., 2007) to split a English word into syllables:

• a, e, i, o, u are defined as vowels. y is defined
as a vowel when it is not followed by a vowel.
All other letters are defined as consonants;

• Duplicate the nasals m and n whenever they

1http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/morpho/
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Figure 1: System training framework.

are surrounded by vowels. When they appear
behind a vowel, they will be combined with the
vowel to form a new vowel;

• Consecutive consonants are separated, and con-
secutive vowels are treated as a single vowel;

• A consonant and the subsequent vowel are
treated as a syllable. Each isolated vowel or
consonant is regarded as an individual syllable.

For the examples shown in Figure 2, tri-
hexyphenidyl is split into t ri he xy p hen ni dy l;
emphtonography is split into ton no g ra p hy; cys-
teinyl is split into cy s tein ny l; leukotriene is split
into leu ko t rien ne, and receptor is split into re
ce p to r. From Figure 2, we observe that one En-
glish syllable possibly align to one or two Japanese
katakana. Thus, we again make use of GIZA++ to
automatically generate the alignments between En-
glish syllable and Japanese katakana. Consequently,
a syllable sequence to katakana sequence translation
table is extracted.

Finally, we tune the weights of the translation
features by use minimum error rate training (Och,

2003) on additional development sets. The fea-
tures include the bidirectional translation probabili-
ties and the bidirectional lexical weights of the three
kinds of translation tables, number of words and
number of phrases in the final translation string, n-
gram word language model score, n-gram character
language model score, number of hierarchical rules
used, and number of morpheme rules used. Since
the three kinds of tables are extracted in different
ways, we further make use of derivation-level com-
bination (Liu et al., 2009) for mixing different types
of translation rules within one derivation.

2.2 Decoding

Figure 3 shows the basic idea of our decoding algo-
rithm. The major idea is to translation a given term
in a cascaded way: from hierarchical phrase level
to flat phrase level and then to morpheme/syllable
levels. Following (Chiang, 2007), we use the +LM
CKY decoding algorithm and cube-pruning to gen-
erate the n-best lists.

At the first step, we retrieve the flat phrase trans-
lation table to seek the translations for each n-gram
in the source terms. When meeting an OOV word,
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t ri he xy p hen ni dy l ト リ ヘ キ シ フェ ニ ジ ル 
ton no g ra p hy ト ノ グ ラ フィ 
cy s tein ny l シ ス テ イ ニ ル 
leu ko t rien ne ロ イ コ ト リ エ ン 
re ce p to r レ セ プ タ ― 

Figure 2: Examples of transliteration alignments between
English syllable and Japanese katakana.

# lines # EN words # JP words
03 En2Jp 149,583 249,895 415,635
09 Jp2En 150,517 251,311 418,629

Table 1: Statistics of the LSD dictionary.

we retrieve the morphological translation table and
generate a translation candidate list for it. Then,
we make use of hierarchical rules to combine the
existing translation candidates together. The word
order during combination is guided by the hierar-
chical rules. In case of no hierarchical rules avail-
able, we use the glue rules used in (Chiang, 2007) to
combine the translation candidates in a left-to-right
monotonic way.

3 Experiments

We testify our translation system on two transla-
tion tasks, English-to-Japanese term translation and
Chinese-to-English sentence translation.

3.1 Term translation

We use the Life Science Dictionary (LSD)2 as our
corpus for English-to-Japanese term translation. Ta-
ble 1 shows the statistics of the dictionary. In the
English side, the terms contain averagely 1.67 words
and the words contain averagely 8.8 letters. In
the Japanese side, the terms contain averagely 2.78

2http://lsd.pharm.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ja/index.html
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Figure 3: Decoding algorithm.

BLEU-2 WER PER EMR
Random 0.9488 0.0344 0.0298 0.947
OOV 0.4197 0.5970 0.5562 0.213

Table 2: Term level English-to-Japanese translation re-
sult.

words and the words contain averagely 2.1 Japanese
characters/katakana. We perform two experiments
which use different kinds of development and test
sets. In the first experiment, we randomly selected
2,000 bilingual terms as the development set and an-
other 2,000 as the test set. The remaining bilingual
terms is taken as the training data. In the second ex-
periment, we only select terms that contain words
that appear only once in the LSD dictionary. We
selected 1,000 entries as the development set and
another 1,000 entries as the test set. The remain-
ing bilingual terms is taken as the training data. For
each experiment, we train a 2-gram word model and
a 2-gram character model on the Japanese terms in
the training data. We set the beam size to 10 during
cube-pruning.

Table 2 shows the translation result. We evaluate
the final translations by four metrics, BLEU-2 (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), word error rate (WER), position-
independent word error rate (PER), and exact match-
ing rate (EMR). For the randomly selected test set,
our system achieved an accuracy of 94.7% which is
very impressive. For the OOV terms, our system
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NIST-C2E Google Ours (Decoding time)
2003 0.3439 0.3760** (0.404)
2004 0.3423 0.3526** (0.283)
2005 0.3494 0.3507 (0.320)
2006 0.3284 0.3314 (0.260)
2008 0.2813** 0.2604 (0.216)

Table 3: Sentence level Chinese-to-English translation
results. The tests were performed on 16:24 21th Jan 2011.
** = p < 0.01.

achieved an accuracy of 21.3%.

3.2 Sentence translation

Besides term level translation, we further testified
our translation system in sentence level. We use
the parallel data available for the NIST 2008 con-
strained track of Chinese-to-English translation task
as the training data, which contains 5.1M paral-
lel sentences, 128M Chinese words and 147M En-
glish words after pre-processing. We take the NIST
2003 test set as the only development set and NIST
test sets from 2004 to 2008 as our test sets. We
trained a 5-gram LM on the Xinhua portion of LDC
English gigaword corpus version 3 (LDC2007T07).
The beam size of 20 is used during cube-pruning.
For simplicity, we only make use of flat/hierarchical
phrases for translation.

Table 3 shows the translation results and the de-
coding time (second per sentence) of our system. As
a baseline system for comparison, we use a state-
of-the-art online translation system, Google3. For
the NIST 2003, 2004 test sets, our system is signifi-
cantly better (p < 0.01) than the baseline. Our sys-
tem is competitive and slightly better than the base-
line in terms of NIST 2005 and 2006 test sets. How-
ever, the baseline is significantly better (p < 0.01)
than our system on the NIST 2008 test set. Through
these comparisons, we can draw the conclusion that
our system is competitive to the baseline system in
terms of Chinese-to-English translation.

4 Conclusion

We have described the training and decoding pro-
cesses of a cascaded translation system for translat-
ing technical terms. Our cascaded translation system

3http://translate.google.co.jp/

makes use of hierarchical phrases to capture the re-
ordering problem. In addition, the system includes
a transliteration model which can take English syl-
lable and Japanese katakana as the basic translation
units. For a randomly selected test set, our system
achieved an accuracy of 94.7%. For the OOV terms,
our system achieved an accuracy of 21.3%. Further-
more, our system is competitive to a state-of-the-
art online translation system for Chinese-to-English
sentence translation.
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